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At Missana we have spent more than 25 years 
working on what we love most: handmade 
upholstered furniture.
This catalogue compiles the latest products 
launched by Missana, always using premium 
materials and high-end finishes to offer the best 
quality for contract and hospitality projects.
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Pepe Albargues, cofounder of Missana

Missana’s collection is the result of carrying out 
a process of research and development in order 
to produce each item with emotion, passion and 
affection. Every product reflects the essence of our 
philosophy: optimism, craftsmanship and colour.

We call our company’s philosophy “Made locally”.  
It is known for having a supply chain located in 
areas less than 60km from our facilities. This is an 
indication of our intentions, respect and admiration 
for the local products and for the local artisans.

Our vision
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We were born in a land through which the sun of 
the Mediterranean flows while being connected by 
the sea and surrounded by nature. Our roots define 
this essence. 

We are committed to providing our clients 
with more than just design. We love spreading 
enthusiasm and well-being via our items with the 
desire to multiply rather than add. Our greatest wish 
is to turn winters into summers so that you feel 
comfortable and relaxed.

Our essence
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Bamboo is a collection made up of an armchair 
and a sofa inspired on bamboo forests. Its structure 
simulates being made from this material, but in 
order to achieve greater strength and resistance an 
iron structure is used instead. 

Bamboo indoor
by Pavel Vetrov
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Bamboo Sofa indoor 8



Bamboo Armchair indoor 9
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Width /80  Depth /93  Height /83  Seat /41

Width /200  Depth /93  Height /83  Seat /41

Materials & dimensions

Dimensions

Bamboo armchair 

Bamboo 3 seaters sofa

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Painted iron structure.
Pine wood base and particle board.
Armrest in beech wood.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.

Materials
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Bamboo is a very special collection as it opens the 
doors of Missana to outdoor spaces. The ourdoor 
collection is made up of an armchair and a sofa 
inspired on bamboo forests. As in the interior 
version, its structure simulates being made from 
bamboo, but in order to achieve greater strength 
and resistance a stainless steel structure is used 
instead. 

Bamboo outdoor 
by Pavel Vetrov
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Bamboo Sofa outdoor Bamboo Armchair outdoor 13
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Width /80  Depth /93  Height /83  Seat /41

Width /200  Depth /93  Height /83  Seat /41

Materials & dimensions

Dimensions

Bamboo armchair 

Bamboo 3 seaters sofa

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Painted stainless steel structure.
Pine wood base and particle board.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.

Materials
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Carlo is a chair in which the straight and curved 
lines show a perfect harmony to get a strong and 
plain item all in one. Its wooden structure makes 
the chair resistant and its design allows it to be 
stackable. The chair has a warm and perfect style 
suitable for contract and residential areas.

Carlo 
by Studioestudio
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Carlo chair 17



Carlo chair
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Carlo chair 19
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Width /55  Depth /51  Height /73  Seat /46

Materials & dimensions

Dimensions

Carlo chair 

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Beech wood structure.
Foam CMHR(high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.

Materials
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Swan is a collection made up of an armchair and 
a sofa inspired by the beauty and elegance of a 
swan. The arms of these items show an open-angle 
simulating the long slender open wings of a swan. 
This single feature gives lightness to this collection 
making it a perfect choice for both contract and 
residential areas.

Swan 
by Pepe Albargues
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Swan sofa with wooden legs 23



Swan sofa with metal legs 24



Swan armchair with wooden legs 25



Swan armchair with metal legs 26



Width /100  Depth /93  Height /92  Seat /42

Width /162  Depth /93  Height /92  Seat /42

Width /196  Depth /93  Height /92  Seat /42

Width /220  Depth /93  Height /92  Seat /42

Materials & dimensions

Dimensions

Swan armchair

Swan 2 seaters sofa

Swan 3 seaters sofa

Swan Maxi sofa

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Iron and fibre MDF structure.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Backrest cushions stuffed with 50% goose feathers and 50% polyester fibre.
Wooden lacquered legs or metal legs painted in Ral colour.

Materials
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We work with the best fabric suppliers such as 
Kvadrat, Gabriel, Rohi, Camira, Svensson, Romo 
among others. We can also upholster our designs 
with Customer’s Own Material.

Finishing
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Missana tapicerías S.L.

T: +34 962 442 754
missana@missana.es

P.I. Nº1 Camino Alasquer s/n
46260, Alberic, Valencia, Spain

Note: “MISSANA reserves the right to modify or 
discontinue any of the designs printed in this catalogue”.

For product updates, international showrooms
and other infomation: www.missana.es

3D artist Mike Fernandez
Portrait photography by Ernesto Sampons
Products photography by Cualiti Studio
Products photography by Angel Segura Studio


